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‘Anatomy of the Digital’
Daleen Bloemers – Joachim Coucke – Kok & Deiman – 

Thomas Hämén – Ian Paul de Ruiter  –  Marleen Sleeuwits

The group exhibition ‘Anatomy of the Digital’ brings together a range of spatial 

works that investigate the wayward relationship between digital media and 

everyday life. The works explore the fleeting nature of the digital and the 

essential materiality of our sensory perception. Today’s reality is permeated 

by invisible software and algorithms that assume a variety of forms – a new 

dimension embodied by touchscreen interfaces or application algorithms, 

hard drives, cables and specific visual symbols. Drawing Centre Diepenheim:

‘J’essaye de me reconstruire’

Ronny Delrue

Het kunstwerk staat bovenop het pompgemaal 
van het Waterschap Vechtstromen en biedt de 
gelegenheid om het ontwerp van het Gazebo van 
Urbain Mulkers vanaf hoogte te bekijken.
MONOMET is geheel uit staal gemaakt, het is 
een mono-metalen volume. 
De titel verwijst ook naar een monoliet, een op 
zichzelf staande steen met een rituele betekenis 
zoals een menhir of een dolmen.

In het Gazebo van Diepenheim 
aan de Oude Goorseweg

MONOMET 

een kunstwerk van Lucas Lenglet

Kijk op
www.kunstvereniging.nl

Openingstijden
wo t/m zo van 12.00 tot 16.00 uur; 
april t/m oktober 11.00 tot 17.00 uur

We encounter a proliferation of hybrids – 
new images and familiar objects that generate 
unpredictable manifestations. Physical traces 
and fragments of a virtual dimension increa-
singly impinge upon ‘our’ reality.
The work of the participating artists revolves 
around this new relationship of material and 
visual image. Take, for example, the endless 
flow of technical innovations with its legacy 
of outdated, useless hardware and cables. 
This detritus forms the basis of a visually 
organic installation that appears to fuse with 
the architecture of the gallery (Joachim 
Coucke). The residue of virtual images and 
objects coalesces in delicate, intimate 

sculptural constructions (Kok & Deiman) or 
masses together in monumental sculptures, 
new symbols with an aura of their own 
(Ian Paul de Ruiter). The interaction between 
a simulated space and our perception of 
architecture is explored, too (Marleen 
Sleeuwits). The exhibition also looks at how 
machine processes and digital images mimic 
parts of the human body, reducing them to 
absurd gestures and unsettling collages 
(Thomas Hämén, Daleen Bloemers). 
‘The digital’ embodies its own legitimacy, 
acquiring a familiar yet new guise that fuses 
with contemporary spatial and visual language. 
Together, they form ‘Anatomy of the Digital’.



The work of Daleen Bloemers explores the human body 
and the image we form of ourselves and each other. 
Gathering analogue and digital images of bodies from 
disparate sources: historical paintings, personal photos 
of pregnant women’s legs or random portraits of 
unknown subjects, she collages them into nameless, 
anonymous bodies that have seemingly lost their 
identity and are intent on finding a new way of being. 
Something similar is also found in ‘A Private Understan-
ding II’ her new installation of photo collages printed on 
transparent carriers, which hovers in the space. 
The weightless construction lends the collages a certain 
immateriality, a transient existence; uneasy entities that 
are human and yet not. With a particular delicacy and 
poetry, Bloemers’s work exploits the absurdity of our 
idea of the body’s malleability. A theme she also 
addresses in her sculptural work ‘I am happy to hear you 
are doing fine’. 
The title echoes the expression we often use in super-
ficial interactions – an empty social greeting. 
The mercurial nature of interpersonal relationships, 
our growing sense of unease with another’s physical 
presence and the diminishment of intimacy – are 
symptoms of our over-reliance on digital communi-
cation and the physical estrangement that goes with it.

Daleen Bloemers (1990, NL) obtained her BA at the 

AKV | St. Joost in Breda, where she is currently enrolled in the 

Photography MA programme. Her work has been exhibited 

at Breda Photo 2016, Photoville New York 2017, Eye Institute 

Amsterdam and elsewhere. Bloemers lives and works in 

Rotterdam.

Cables, ventilators, LED lighting and technical equip-
ment’s miscellaneous ‘internal organs’ are the favoured 
materials of Belgian artist Joachim Coucke. 
The apparently obsolete parts become integrated into 
new forms, and remarkably seem to ‘come alive’. 
The Kunstvereniging presents two series of works by 
Coucke. The upper floor features ‘Frequently Answered 
Questions ‘, five sculptures that occupy the space 
between floor and ceiling, organic shapes, baroque 
bunches of useless cables that evoke associations with 
botanical species and create their own space. 
On the ground floor are ‘Containing the Future — Face 
off time II’ and ‘Containing the Future — Portrait mode’, 
two editions from a series of works. Each plastic 
container houses an assemblage of technical material 
– computer ventilators, a book, a mask and cables. 
Safely stored behind Plexiglas, Coucke presents these 
elements in a lovingly composed, intimate display, 
a ‘memento mori’ for the terminal phase of the machine 
era.

Joachim Coucke (1983, BE) studied at Faculty of Fine Arts 

of the University College Ghent and is laureate of the HISK. 

His work has been exhibited internationally, including shows 

at Yoko Uhoda Gallery (2016, Luik), Johannes Vogt Gallery 

(2015, New York), CCA Ujazdowski Castle (2014, Warsaw). 

In addition to his artistic practice, Coucke is also a curator 

(co-founder of DASH in Kortrijk). Coucke lives and works in 

Waregem, Belgium.

The work of artist duo Kok & Deiman investigates 
the representation of complex systems such as the 
symbols and graphics used in architectural blueprints, 
3D visualisation programmes or other knowledge 
transfer systems – and their relationship to reality. 
Drawing on this virtual communication system, the 
artists are able to select the smallest possible quotation 
– a signifier of surface, symbol, or line. By enlarging, 
imitating or miniaturising they create new ways of 
seeing the models we use to shape this reality. 
In the work ‘Coupling Series’, the fragments and 
scale-changes map the complexity of models and their 
volatility. The installation on display is made up of 
a selection of small sculptures. The individual assem-
blages are composed of objects and visual debris from 
the digital domain, linked by a subtle system of 
connecting parts reminiscent of a D-I-Y kit. The open, 
playful relationship between the elements could change 
on a whim, to form new constellations.

The artist duo Kok & Deiman is a collaboration between 

Tom Kok (1987, NL) and Jan Willem Deiman (1986, NL). 

Their practice focuses on various researches into models, 

diagrams and other representative media. Both artists live 

and work in Utrecht. Work by the duo has been exhibited 

at the Van Abbemuseum (Eindhoven), NP3 (Groningen), 

Galerie Fortlaan 17 (Gent, Belgium), Museum of Contemporary 

Art (Skopje, Macedonia), Art Rotterdam and GEH8 Kunstraum 

(Dresden, Germany).

The work of Thomas Hämén functions as a physical 
hub of diverse reference frameworks. Hämén explores 
the influence of the virtual on the physical reality 
and vice versa, in an abundance of media: videos, 
paintings, drawings and sculptures, and machines and 
installations. He has a particular interest in technical 
apparatus that imitates the human body, the movement 
of a hand or gentle cradling of an object. In one way or 
another, this type of simulation features in the works 
‘Bruises I’ and ‘Bruises II’. Both pieces consist of panels 
of flesh-tinted fabric covered with painted bruises. 
Machine parts are hidden beneath the surface: 
an artificial heart used to study blood circulation, 
or a component from a massage chair that mimics manu-
al movement. Here, the suggestion of skin acts as an 
interface, a pristine surface that only exhibits traces of 
the complex interior system – such as a scratch or bruise 
– through interaction with the outside world. 
The interaction between systems is thematised very 

differently in the sculpture ‘Let your animation run wild’. 
The work depicts a highly improbable encounter 
between two animation characters that were central to 
the genre’s technical development. T-1000 is a character 
from the film The Terminator (1984), whose mission was 
human destruction. An example of the ground-breaking 
technology of the day, the android was also a pioneering 
symbol of animation innovation in the film world. Nemo 
– the clownfish – is the protagonist in Disney’s movie 
Finding Nemo (2003) and was a huge hit with 
youngsters. So popular, in fact, that massive demand for 
this tropical fish led to the species being overfished for 
home aquariums and, in some regions, becoming 
extinct. This is known as the ‘nemo effect’ in which an 
animation – a fictional, virtual character – is the cause of 
an irreversible event, an ecological disaster. In this 
instance, T-1000’s mission is not to annihilate mankind 
but the animation and, at the same time, the outflow 
of its own success and possibly its origin – human 
imagination.

Thomas Hämén (1987, Sweden) obtained his MA in Fine Arts 

in 2014 at the Royal Institute of Art (Stockholm) and completed 

his residency at De Ateliers (Amsterdam) in 2017. 

Hämén’s work has been exhibited at venues including 

Clearview Gallery (London), Annaelle Gallery (Stockholm), 

Konstmuseum (Stockholm) and De Ateliers. Hämén is also 

curator for the Luleå Biennale 2018. Hämén lives and works 

in London and Luleå.

Scientific theories and natural phenomena are a source 
of inspiration for Ian de Ruiter. The growth patterns 
of cauliflower, molecular structures and how to define 
‘void’; our perception of the world around us is partly 
shaped by the abstract, scientific knowledge we possess. 
However, our perception may resist such theorisation, 
or may transcend scientific knowledge altogether. 
Why do we experience one place as hostile and another 
as inviting? And when does an object begin to lead its 
own life? And how do we look through the lens of our 
digital reality at the physicality of our environment? 
These questions are the subject of De Ruijter’s oeuvre 
and are also addressed in the monumental sculpture 
‘Odoodem’. The title derives from an indigenous 
American language, ‘Ojibwe’, and means ‘of the same 
source’. It is also the origin of the word totem (pole). 
The sculpture was created during time spent at the 
European Ceramic Work Centre, where De Ruiter began 
to work with clay, a material he feels possesses its own 
‘animism’ – a life of its own. This quality is integral to 
the character of the piece, which bundles this energy 
into a vast sculpture that compels the viewer to engage 
with it. The interchange of knowledge and experiential 
value is also integral to the work ‘Metaxu’ a geometric 
structure with a square cut-out in the centre. 
The surface, which appears rust brown, turns out to be 

made of tiny colourful grains of sand in primary and 
secondary hues. The sculpture is the embodiment of the 
colour spectrum our eyes are able to discern as well as 
the infra-red and ultraviolet light invisible to us, but 
tangibly present here. The colour spectrum is a model 
for a scientific system that we use. But the colour 
spectrum also has a beginning and an end, and asks: 
what happens beyond the spectrum? De Ruiter asks 
a hypothetic question, suggesting that science could be 
a kind of fiction. De Ruiter replaces the abstraction of 
knowledge, media and systems that influence our 
experience by the instrument we actually rely upon to 
determine reality – our sensory, physical perception.

Ian de Ruiter (1980, NL) studied at the Gerrit Rietveld 

Academie and earned his MA at the AKV|St.Joost in Breda. 

His work has been the included in numerous exhibitions 

at venues including lokaal 01 (Antwerp), Clement & Schneider 

Gallery (Bonn) and Anningahof (Zwolle). De Ruiter lives and 

works in Amsterdam.

The fascination and subsequent research into the pheno-
menon of space is at the heart of Marleen Sleeuwits’s 
practice. She is particularly interested in ‘non-spaces’, 
anonymous places that exist all around us: office 
corridors and other unidentifiable in-between spaces 
in an architecture composed of grids and functionally-
designed standard components that offer little 
sustenance for sensory experience. 
Sleeuwits plays with our perceptions of this space by 
furnishing them with a new layer of lines and surfaces 
and flirting with scale. The interventions literally disrupt 
the way we look at space and invert the expectations 
that underpin our gaze. Sleeuwits applies the same 
process to her installation ‘NOT the Actual Site’ at the 
Kunstvereniging, combining photographic work with 
wall elements, sculptures and displays. What results is 
an installation that inspires an entirely new experience 
of space. Her work is on the interface of depiction, 
imagination and spatial experience, between 
constructed fiction and reality. The installation utilises 
the architecture’s seemingly rational language against 
itself, and overwrites the original spatial layout 
with lines, plane divisions or sculptures. By doing so, 
she creates fresh opportunities for the human body to 
establish new relationships with the space, and for 
alternative ways of seeing. 

Marleen Sleeuwits (1980, NL) obtained her BA at the Royal 

Academy of Arts (The Hague) in 2003 and her MA in 2005 at 

the AKV | St. Joost in Breda. Her work has been exhibited at 

the Nederlands Fotomuseum (Rotterdam), Paleis Soestdijk 

and Core New Art Space (Denver, US). Sleeuwits has been 

nominated for prizes including Hyères International Festival 

of Fashion and Photography, Prix de Rome and Foam Talent. 

Marleen Sleeuwits lives and works in The Hague.


